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“...before you get spoilt by it all. Before you become a fully qualified doctor, just give me a helping hand as a human being.” (Kostoglou: cancer patient)

Are human beings irreversibly “spoilt” by medical training or merely disengaged from “normal” human interaction? If what is desired is a doctor who reaches out as a human being to his or her patients then it is important for educators to know why that sometimes fails to happen. Is the end product of medical training (sometimes) incapable of stretching out its hand or instead just disinclined to do so? If the latter, then presumably we should focus our energies on motivating practitioners to reach out by, for example, inspiring empathy. If, however, medical culture imposes physical or psychological constraints on practitioners then it is our very conception of medicine, reflected in the training process, and its potential to spoil the human beings it turns into doctors that should be the subject of our concern.

Physician-centred and physician-generated literature, involving respectively tales of doctors or tales by doctors, plays a prominent role in much of medical humanities teaching. This genre has always been enjoyed both by the public and by doctors and constitutes a rich teaching resource both at undergraduate and postgraduate level as well as in continuing medical education. Close examination of the characters portrayed can, for example, provide an interesting and important opportunity to reflect on the differences between public expectations of, and ideas about, doctors, and their own understanding of what their role will and should be. If, however, as Berger argues, medicine is a social phenomenon—far more than the sum of the individuals concerned—then reference to the adequate or even the ideal doctor can only begin to answer the question “what is or should medicine be?”.

If popular culture is to help us in our search for a deeper understanding of this phenomenon then we could do worse than look for guidance to the metaphors used about medicine, that is about its culture, practice and practitioners.

Life and death are recurrent themes in popular culture and related metaphors abound. Phil Barker has suggested that metaphors are so widely used in relation to life and death because “Life is so real I can meaningfully represent it only in metaphor” and that analysis of these metaphors acts as a guide to what matters most to those using them. If the same is true of medicine, our attempts to understand what matters most in medicine might be helped by analysis of the metaphors found in the arts. Susan Sontag argues that the metaphors used by a society to do this reveal much about the belief systems of the society as well as about the taboos and anxieties related to the condition. It is tempting to think that an examination of the metaphors and characterisations used to portray doctors and the practice of medicine might reveal much about the culturally perceived strengths, weaknesses and flaws of medicine. These are key issues which should take centre stage as the emerging field of medical humanities stokes out its intellectual territory.

Glasser describes a course designed to allow students the opportunity to reflect on cultural representations of medicine and doctors. Exploration of these representations provides an opportunity to examine the tensions inherent in the doctor’s role. Engagement with society’s metaphors for medicine can facilitate a clearer understanding about what medicine is and, perhaps more importantly, what it could and should be. If courses like Glasser’s inspire tomorrow’s doctors to gaze steadily and open-mindedly at the reflected images then they deserve both recognition and support.
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